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TOV stands for tone of voice. In other words, how 
your brand sounds to customers when they 

interact with you.
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You want your customers to understand your tone of voice, every time they interact with your 
brand. And, getting it right will ensure you attract and keep customers.

TOV is not merely a collection of words you look at 
to decide how to write your copy – it should feel like 
a descriptor of your purpose and brand essence

Remember, although your brand is personal to you 
now, it may not always be that that way as you 
expand – try to disconnect your TOV from your 
brand's TOV

When deciding on your TOV, think like your 
customer. Consider what they want your brand to 
be, not what you want your brand to be

Avoid focus on product specification or technicals. 
Without sounding too philosophical, zone in on 
what the brand is delivering to individuals but also 
the wider world

Are you a visual worker? Use mood boards to 
conjure up how you want your brand to feel to 
your customers. Based on those images, what 
words come to you? Or what do your 
colleagues or your friends get from them? 
Capture these as the descriptors for all 
content

TOV is more than just your website. Make sure you create an 
approach that feels right wherever you're talking. Be that on 
your social media channels, when speaking with the press or via 
your customer service team

Three words are sometimes better than 12. If simple works for 
you, embrace it

Once you've figured out your TOV, take another look at your visual 
assets. Do they match where you've landed or do one or the other 
need adjusting? If your TOV is professional and trusting, do your 
luminous colour selections reflect that?

Deciding on TOV marks a great starting point to define your 
brand's key messages. Your key messages are usually three 
statements which neatly explain what your brand does, who it 
helps/serves and why you created it. These assets combined mark 
the beginning of your communications strategy

Need help getting started or building out your marketing and 
communications strategy? Get in touch!
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